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AIMS
To continue to embed the networks and events in which the
Children in our Care come together through their Schools, with
a focus on Anti-Bullying and Friendship.
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This Year we are focussing on Anti-Bullying and Friendship.
For our Spring term event, the Primary CYPIOC pupils were invited to St John the Baptist
Primary to take part in a paper hat activity. This activity built upon the play we had watched in
which Daisy Scissors was bullied for wearing unusual hats that her Dad made her.
Before, the activity began the pupils were asked to read some given scenarios and decide if
they were examples of Bullying, Falling Out or Something else. We then discussed each
scenario with volunteers giving their answer. Many of the pupils seemed to have identified
the correct answer and it was good to see some of them working together to discuss their
answers.
Is this Bullying or Falling our with Friends?
Scenario 1
You get home from school and turn on your computer to play a game with your friends. Then someone says
something horrible to you. You ignore it and carry on talking to your friends. Then you get another message.
This one says “I’m going to get my big brother on to you. He’s gonna get you.”
Bullying or Falling out?
Scenario 2
For the last four weeks when Jamie has been walking home, a group of other boys have been hanging round
the shops. When they see Jamie they start shouting names at him. Yesterday one of the boys tried to grab
Jamie’s bag and said tomorrow Jamie needs to bring them some money so they can spend it in the shop.
Bullying or Falling out?
Scenario 3
Ben and his friends are talking about what jobs they want to do when they grow up. Ben says he wants to be a
nurse. His friend laughs at him saying that nursing is a girl’s job so Ben must be a girl. Ben gets very upset
because his dad is also a nurse and the other children laugh about that too.
Bullying or Falling out?
Scenario 4
Janie and Julie are playing a game. Julie gets bored with the game and decides it is time to go home. Janie
gets upset and tells Julie she doesn’t want to be her friend anymore.
Bullying or Falling out?
Scenario 5
You are playing with your friends and having fun, not causing any harm when someone else comes to join in.
One of your friends says, “No way! I’m not playing with him. He’s not like us! He’s not English and I can’t
understand what he says. He’ll spoil the game!”
Bullying or Falling out? Or something else?

The pupils then made their hats, based on some pictures of designs and an example one
that the EDA had made.

Pupil Feedback
What did you enjoy about the Easter Hub Event?
Making the hat x3
Making the hats
Everything
All of it!
Yes
Playing with the little chicks
It was fun
Was there anything that could have been better
My hat
No apart from having more time
More time to do more things together
Putting more stuff on my hat
Yes more decorations
An egg hunt
Nothing
No
Anything
Did you learn anything new about Bullying and what to do if you think someone is being bullied
online?
To tell a teacher
Tell an adult
Tell an adult, block the person
Don’t talk to people you don’t know
To always tell an adult
Keep off online and tell someone if they get bullied
Yes. Always be nice
Yes. If you say something 7 times or more it’s bullying
You tell a teacher or a trusted adult
Would you like the Virtual School to hold a Progress Award Event in the Summer with Y5, Y6 and Y7?
Yes x3
No
Why?
The following were not options however, the pupils
added them
Don’t know x 3
Not sure

Any further comments
Thank you for the extra chocolate eggs
Nothing x2
See you at the next one

Staff Feedback
What went well at the Event today?
Were there any ways in which the event could have been better?
Children enjoyed getting together
Children had lots of fun at the event
The room was perhaps too small for the number of adults and children in it
Lots of resources
Well organised/ fund crafts session. Children working in a group?

How effective was the Anti-Bullying theme of the session?
The children were openly discussing the difference between bullying/falling out
Direct and precise, lots of information but not an overload
Good
What are your views about a Virtual School End of Year Progress Assembly? We are exploring views
around inviting Y5, 6 and Y7 pupils to an event during an afternoon along with Social workers and
Carers to celebrate achievements and perhaps build links between Secondary and
Primary schools.
It could be beneficial to build the links and eradicate some of the fears for our CIOC
Not attended one as yet so unable to comment
Great idea to share success
Nice/ effective/ not too heavy

Are there any areas/issues around CIOC that you would like support with? (If so
please indicate who you are so I contact you)
No
New to role and accessing all the support I can. Thank you !
Well supported already

Any further comments
Lovely event/idea/organised theme

